Maribel Rose
1111 1st Street
Omaha, Nebraska
(111) 222-3333
professional@gmail.com
August 1, 2019
Dear Hiring Manager,
I’m an English graduate and freelance editor with multiple years of experience, and I’m
interested in applying for the position of copywriter at Buildertrend. In my time as an English
major at Creighton, I developed an interest in copywriting and how quality and clarity are key
when trying to persuade a reader. I believe my values align with Buildertrend, as I appreciate the
communication and cooperation cloud-based services allow for any field. Buildertrend’s
commitment to customer support tells me that it’s somewhere I could use my skills to help leave
clients satisfied with your services.
My professional experience has mostly been focused on editing, but I’ve worked across a variety
of mediums. I have written and edited within an academic setting throughout university, as well
as for a book publication, web, and even a game script. My work with Second Shrine Games
involved not only fiction editing, but web-based copywriting for community management akin to
writing for brands. Multimedia has always fascinated me, and copywriters will always be an
important part of marketing and communication no matter the medium. I understand this, and my
dedication to writing across multiple mediums makes me an excellent fit for copywriter.
Buildertrend would benefit from hiring me as a copywriter because I’m skilled at communicating
with written word. I have a strong critical eye and have always had a knack for catching text
errors, especially when it comes to grammar and syntax. I can guarantee quality writing in your
content. This goes for not only myself, but other writers on the team. My experience with editing
has given me the opportunity to work with fellow writers and offer critical feedback, allowing
for an improved final draft of their content. Therefore, I would be a valuable addition to the
team.
As I have argued, my skills and values align with what you are looking for in a copywriter; I
have both writing and editing experience and cherish customer satisfaction, as well as the
benefits of using cloud-based software. Thank you for your time and consideration, and I look
forward to hearing back and learning more about Buildertrend.
Sincerely,
Maribel Rose

